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ICCA’s SPONSORS

The production of the ICCA Journal depends on authors submitting their articles and on a secretarial staff, first guiding the submissions through the refereeing process and then taking care of the text down to the last detail. The latter is a heavy and time-consuming task.

The Editors and the Board of the ICCA gratefully recognize the help by the SWOL Foundation (Foundation for Scientific Education in Limburg), who again provided the Editor-in-Chief for 1993 with a grant covering part of the support required.

We are glad to repeat that

- Mephisto, Hegener + Glaser AG of Munich, Germany, and
- Saitek Ltd. (SciSys-W Ltd.) Kwun Tong, Hong Kong

have again renewed last year’s pledge of support. Our gratitude for their sponsorships extends beyond their welcome material contributions; we feel that sponsors have contributed towards our being recognized as the leading Journal in the field of computer chess.

The recognition so extended to us is most helpful but does not yet solve all our financial problems. New sponsors are welcomed.